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Abstract
Photons excited into ground statemodes atfinite temperature display partitioning among photon
phases, lifetimes and distances travelled since creation. These distributions set the distance from an
interface a created photon has some chance of emission. Excited photons have phase velocity set by
theirmode’s propagation index nwhich setsmode density then internal energy contribution. All
photons that strike an interface obliquely if emitted are refracted, and their exit intensities are
irreversible except whenweak internal attenuation occurs. Attenuation index k near zero degrees is
small, so reversibility is approximate. As temperature rises refraction of exiting photons varies. Total
emission remains reversible after transitioning through a nonequilibrium state with no other heat
inputs. In equilibrium the densities of excitations that create and annihilate photons are in balance
with photon densities, and emissivity dependent on n, k, temperature, and internal incident direction.
Exit intensities frompurewater and crystalline silica aremodelled. They contain strong resonant
intensities, andmatch data accurately. Intrinsic resonances formedwithin liquids and compounds are
due to photonmodes hybridisingwith localized excitations, includingmolecular oscillations and the
anharmonic component of lattice distortions. They explain themany resonant spectral intensities
seen in remote sensing. Eachhybrid oscillator is a photonic virtual bound statewhose energyfluctuates
between levels separated by hf. Other features addressed are radiance when solid angle changes at exit,
anomalous refraction, thermal recycling of internally reflected photons, fluxeswithinmultilayers, and
enhanced internal heatflux fromphonon drag by photon density gradients under an external
temperature gradient.

1. Introduction

1.1. Alternatemodels; classical, semi-classical and quantum
Themodels currently inwide use to predict spectral intensity profiles emerging fromall heatedmatter, and their
use to establish the total radiative cooling rates from a body in thermal equilibriumoriginated in Planck’s
resolution of the spectral intensity dilemma posed by emission froma cavity. An earlier prediction based on a
classical thermodynamic treatment of total radiant power exiting a cavity by Stefanwas not duplicated by
Planck’ initial photonmodel until he added a factor 2.0 to each intensity. Extensions to emission from
condensedmatter [1, 2] relied on various assumptions. Exit intensities were assumed to follow the energy
conservation rule defined by aKirchhoff emissivity acting on cavity emission, not from intensities createdwithin
a sample’s volume but fromquantum sources arrayed along its exit interface. Lambert [3] proposed this idea to
explain the cosθ directional profile in intensity he observed exiting a hotmetal ribbon at angle θ to the normal.
Planck assumed Lambert’s profile was universal. In the volumemodels we present cosθ is usually present, as
interior based intensities are refracted at exit to conservemomentumof each transmitted photon. Cavity
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emission is direct, so its intensities do not contain a cosθ factor. Had Planck used this hewould not have needed
to add to total exit intensity a factor of 2.0 to reproduce the correct classical power loss derived by Stefan.

For emission frommaterials Planck’s cavity emission and theKirchhoff rule emissivity retained the factor
2.0.Wewill show that hemispherical emittance εHbased on cavity intensitiesmodified by theKirchhoff rule is
not correct as exit refractionmeans exitmode intensities subject to internal loss are irreversible.Weak exit
intensities in the limit that sample T approaches absolute zero are approximately reversible as each internal
mode intensity has attenuation index k(f)∼0. Photons carried bymodeswithin band gaps in semiconductors
also create reversible exit intensities. Atfinite T photons impacting an interface and exitingmust transfer into the
neighbouring ground-statemode that ensuresmomentum conservation. That entrymode becomes
temperature dependent as T and k(f) rise so reversal of exitfluxes atfinite T does not retrace the original internal
intensity. A blackbody component in all thermal radiationwas justified by the entropy requirements of the
classical version of the 2nd Lawof Thermodynamics. Quantum thermodynamics allows single photon fluxes to
be irreversible whilemaintaining reversibility of total exit radiant power PH(T), provided the original heat input
rate dQ/dt isfirst removed. In equilibriumdQ/dt=PH(T) and temperature T is common to input and output,
so both entropy fluxesmatch and the 2nd Law is obeyed.

The use of spectral absorptance A(θ,f) to defineKirchhoff emissivity εK(θ,f)was based on reversal of exit
intensity Ι(θ,f,T) [4] at frequency f. This ignored exit refraction and neglected the thermal consequence of A(θ,f)Ι
(θ, f, T). The volume-based intensitymodels in this paper prove that oblique emissivity ε(θ,f) from allmatter is
non-reciprocal atfinite temperaturewhenever photonswithin amode have afinite lifetime. Exit refracted
photons are then irreversible upon transmitting into a neighbouring ground-statemodewhose direction
ensures conservation of photonmomentum. TheKirchhoff-Planck (KP)model for thermal radiation from
solids and liquids often gave approximate but inexact predictions of exit intensity data atfinite T for intensities
exiting out to θ< 65°, which dominate intensities exiting at higher θ. Ourmodels show errors from the use of
εK(θ,f) based on reciprocity atfinite T becomemore obvious as exit angle θ rises above 60°, and as photon
lifetimes continue to reduce as temperatures rises. Effects omitted that ledKPmodel responses to get close to
some data but without exactfits include (i) internal critical angles associatedwith exit refraction (ii) the decrease
in ε(θ,f) as internal reflectance rises (iii) the unnecessary addition by Planck of the factor 2.0 (iv) the assumption
that Stefan-Boltzmannσ is universal. Our internalmodels show radiance intensity I(T)=σT4Wm−2 is unique
to the interior of a cavitywhile insidematter I(T)=κ(γT4)Wm−2 where γ=σ/(π4/15)= 8πk4/c3h3 is a
universal factor andκ amaterial specific numerical factor based on the densities of photons in each occupied
ground statemode. The identity whose evaluation leads toκ appears in section 4 and has been applied to specific
materials. Thefinal factor needed is hemispherical spectral emittance εH so that total power emitted becomes
PH(T)=AεHκ(γT

4)=AεHIH(T)WwithA the exit area and IH(T) the total hemispherical intensity incident
internally on the interface.

The usual approach to defining standingwave freemodes insidematter is summarised in theHamiltonian in
equation (1). Each empty stationarymode is occupied by photons atfinite Twith spinσ photons, which are
partitioned intomodes at energy Ek*=hf= h.c./λ.

( ) ( )* * * * * *å å= =
s
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k*=2πn(λ)/λ=2πn(f)f/c is the internal wavevector with n(f) thismode’s wave index at frequency f. All
photons in suchmodes in equilibriumhave phase velocity c/n(f) and nk*,σ is the density of ground statemodes

with k*σ.Mode density nk*,σhas both directional and volume components. A thermally created photon can
propagate in any direction from its creation point so directional densities are spherically symmetric, and the
same for allmodes at Ek*,σ in the samematerial, and in differentmaterials. Refractionmeans photons enter a

neighbour’s ground statemode that ensuresmomentum conservation. Volume density ofmodes at Ek*,σ is
defined by the impact of n(f) on nk*,σ in all bulkmatter, using expressions available in section 4 based on free

mode volume density [4πk*
3 /3V] for each spin. If other interfaces are close enough to an exit interface of interest

extra internalmode impacts occurwhichmodifiesmode density nk*,σ. Each free particle density formatter

occupying large enough volumeV varies betweenmodes at each Ek*,σ and eachmode density ismaterial specific.
Energy partitioning is not the only photon distribution at finite T thatmust be considered. Each created

photon is subject to subsequent time and location-based partitioningwithin itsmode. Equivalently all photons
present at any timewithin amode have experienced a range of possible experiences governed by the phase
velocity in thatmode, its location along eachmodewhen created, and the probability of survival to its current
location. This probability of survival is statistical as it is governed by the distribution of photon lifetimes that
occurwithin eachmode. Each photon present has thus taken one ofmany available trajectories through time
and space defined by itsmode. The density of non-relativistic internal trajectories within allmodes at Ek,σ obeys
a distribution functionwhich is derived in section 3.Dual partitioning into energy then into past or future
transport outcomes over time is a central feature of quantum thermodynamics. Time dependence in quantum
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ground statemodes involves internally or externally driven quantum energy exchange between two distinct
ground states. In our case the pair of ground states can be an extendedmode that is transportingmany phonons
and one that transportsmany photons, or that carrying photons exchanging energy with a local valence defect or
local oscillator. Dynamic exchange between two local quantummodes and an external oscillator as a function of
temperature is of recent current interest for control of entanglement between qubit atoms, using a twomode
Rabimodel [5–7]. Photon dissipation rates due to energy exchange between photonmodes and either phonon
modes or arrays of local oscillatormodes in thermal equilibriumunderpins this paper’smodels of the quantum
information present in all thermal radiation due to variable rates of such dissipation. Atfinite T photons are
distributed among time dependent sub-modes defined by three quantumproperties k*,σ, m permodewithm a
photon transport variable in equilibrium. It can be phasef(f), lifetime τ(f) or distance travelled d*(f) since
creation for each photon.

( )* * * * *
* *

* å å å å= =s
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s s s
s

s s
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s s
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m
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Equation (2) then represents solutions of a time-dependent Schrödinger equationwith a time dependent
dissipation term. Phasef(f,t) for each photon at time t is also defined by a photon’s location along itsmode
defined byf(d*(f),t). Photons at energy Ek*,σ can be partitioned according to their values of τ(f), d

*(f) and phase
change experienced by each photon since its creation. Various balances in equilibrium are required to define the
equilibriumdistribution of photons present in onemode among these and related properties. The required
balances are listed in section 2 and include the balance between rates of creation and of annihilation from energy
exchange, for example between a phononmode and oscillations on a localmolecule. That balance ensures the
volume densityN(f,T) of photons in energymodes in any direction at Ek*,σ and occupancy of each [k*,σ;m] sub-
state at Ek*,σ is stable. Equilibrium also requires that at any instant the time-averaged distribution function of

photons among [k,σ,m] sub-states, for example by their phase, is also stable.mk*,σ;m= c+k*,σ,mck*,σ,m is the
density of photon ground states atmode energy hf and spinσ available to photonswith specific transport
propertym as temperature T is varied. The functionwe derive here describing photon partitioning among them
states within * snk , also provides a precisemeasure at each T of the partial coherence present in a photonmode.
The rates that * s

+c k , ;m and * sck , ;m operate are in dynamic balance in equilibrium. The equilibriumoptical
intensities and temperatures resulting define the transport outcomes within eachmode that can be observed and
used formodel validation and in optical and thermal predictions. Partial coherence among the photonswithin a
mode can also be observed.

Photonmodes that strike an interface do not split. Their photons instead enter pre-existingmodes, one in
the initialmaterial, the other in thematerial entered. Themodes entered ensure that photon transfer conserves
momentum. Those that tunnel to amode in the nextmedium change their n(f), k(f) values so themode they
enter is defined by a complex Snell’s law connecting internal incidence angle θ* to exit direction θ. Ground state
modes can be defined usingMaxwell EMwaveswhen fluxes are not attenuated as T approaches 0K.WhenT
rises k(f) also rises so the neighbouring ground-statemode entered is temperature dependent as refraction
depends on n and k, and unless k(f)∼0 exitmode intensities are irreversible (see sketch in the supplement
available online at stacks.iop.org/JPCO/6/065004/mmedia). Optical phase changes following reflection by an
interface donotmodify phase distribution functions atfiniteT as eachphoton’s phase shifts by the same amount.

A fewmodels have addressed generation of thermal radiation insidematter. Their fundamentals differ to
those in this paper, though there are common aspects. One used the semi-classical electromagnetic radiation
fromfluctuating electrical currents [8, 9] as defined by thefluctuation-dissipation (FDT)model’s treatment of
thermally excited quantum currents [10, 11]. Another addressed an example of themany different spectral
resonant features seen in remote sensing ofminerals [12]. The link of the Lorentz-Lorenz dispersion treatment
of a classical oscillator to amaterial’s complex refractive indices n(f), k(f)was used after general oscillator
parameters had beenfitted to observed emission spectra. The resulting n(f), k(f) for quartzmatched known
optical values. Their internal reflectance of obliquely incidence internalfluxes showed theKirchhoff emissivity
did not predict exit intensities though exitmode refractionwas not addressed. Ourmodels predict that special
directional and spectral intensity characteristics occur after refraction offluxes whose frequencies are near
resonance.We include the role in equilibriumof photon thermal recycling following internal interface
reflectance.Most alternatemodels do not address this issue, as theywere surface based.

1.2. Intrinsic resonant emission in thermal radiation
Resonances within thermal radiation can be seen exitingmost liquids, pure crystalline lattices, andmatter
containing local defects such as the vacancies and interstitials found in non-stoichiometric compounds such as
TiNx andTiyAl1-yNx [13–15]. These resonances occurwhen ground state internal normalmodes can hybridise
with a local oscillatormode. Eachmode photon can enter the hybrid for the resonance period, when extra
photons are produced, and allfinally return to the propagationmode. The supplement has further details on the
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mixingHamiltonian involved and how a photon that enters causes a local gain in the flux of energy at hf as exit
flux of photons at hf is amplified at exit. In pure crystallinematter a high density of such hybrids permode forms
so their combined exitmode intensities display strong resonant features. Two examples of strong resonant
features ourmodels precisely predict follow for (i)waterwhere resonance occurs exactly at the knownmolecular
mode frequencies (ii) a stoichiometric silica lattice. In crystallinematter harmonic distortions of each bond
propagate as phonons, but are accompaniedwith localized anharmonic distortions that can hybridise with a
photonmode of energy hf. Each local resonance occurs between energy levels EA and (EA+hf)with EA the energy
of each anharmonic distortionwhich occur at high density in stoichiometric silica [12] and silicon carbide [16].
The relative time a photon spends at energies EA and (EA+hf) relates to its energy gain at resonance. Intrinsic
resonances within thermal radiation give precise spectral and chemical bond details, and occur inside liquids,
solid dielectrics,many compound conductors and crystalline lattices.

1.3. Photon transport statistics in eachmode
Section 3 covers the statistical distribution of equilibriumphoton transport properties within them states
introduced in equation (2). As above they include distances d*(f) travelled by each photon still present since its
creation, and photon lifetimes τ(f). The distribution of these properties obeys well-defined rules based on
equilibriumbalances [17]. They havemean values such as 〈d*(f)〉 themean-free-pathwhich is a feature of
distribution function P(d*(f)) for eachmaterial. Equilibriumbalance between creation and annihilation rates
ensures that these distribution functions are stable and unique to eachmode. They can be related directly to
optical properties such asα(f) the optical absorption coefficient for eachmaterial. P[d*(f)] provided us a proof
that almost all emitted photons are createdwith a distance d*(f)∼7.5〈d*(f)〉∼ 7.5[1/α(f)] from an exit interface
on a bulk singlematerial, as d*(f) spans values fromnear zero to amaximumd*(f)max. P(d

*(f)) ensures internal
propagation usually occurs prior to emission and is derived and plotted in section 3. It allows us to set d*(f)max

for each differentmaterial for a desired accuracy.
Photons and other thermal excitations such as phonons co-exist atfinite T. The non-photon excitations that

create and annihilate photons determine photon density in eachmode and 〈d*(f)〉[17]. An addition to standard
internal heatflowwhen an external temperature gradient is applied occurs as internal balance requires that a
photon gradientmatches an accompanying phonon gradient when loss and gain occur in photon-phonon
collisions. ‘Phonon drag’ by photons follows. Ground statemode directions within compositematerials are
initially uniform in each componentmaterial butmode topology changes if additional close interfaces allow
created photons added to amode to havemore than one chance of transfer into a neighbouringmedium.
Confusion also arises at finite T because the two ground statemodes each photon can enter at an interface are
anothermode in its startingmaterial or one in a different direction in the neighbouringmaterial. These two
choices result frommomentum conservation hence a complex Snell’s Law. Confusion results as themode entered
within the neighbour is a function of temperature.That is the newdirection and intensity depend on n(f), k(f) in
the twoneighbours at the sameT.Only in the external continuum is k(f)fixed at k(f)= 0 as T rises.

Themodelling principles we develop for bulk linearmodes are readily extended to those inmore complex
internal structures, in particularmultilayers, and select composites. Thermodynamic balance always requires
the photon density along eachmodewhether linear or contoured to havewell-defined P(d*(f)), 〈d*(f)〉 and
photonfluxes at each frequency. The rates at which photons enter from aneighbouringmode or leave to
adjacentmatter affect these responses. The local volume density of photons is no longer uniform ifmodes allow
multiple escape chances into neighbouringmodes alongwith the possibility ofmultiple internal reflections. Flux
intensities and internal energy densitymatchedwhen straightmodes applied in all directions, but they become
decoupled once the probabilities ofmultiple reflections arefinite. Unlike classicalmany particle problems
different local volume densities are allowed at finite T in quantumparticle systems as balance involves thermal
diffusionwithinmodes not between them. Internal energy densities U(T)must then beworked out for each
different composite structure. An example application of these principles to a structure with two internal
interfaces and a note onwhat can be learned about internalmode structure generally fromobservation of
external intensities I(θ,f,T) is in the supplement.

P(d*(f)) defines the quantum information carried by thermally excited photons and shows that partial
coherence permode can be controlled and engineered by setting dissipation rates as they are governed by
quantum energy exchange between extended or localized non-photonmodes and photonmodes. Quantum
processes that drive the transition froma noisy, chaotic beginning to thermal equilibrium reduce noise content
over time until balance sets in between creation and annihilation. Residual noise in equilibrium exitmodes can
also occur andwill be demonstrated.Maxwell wavemodel treatments of thermal radiation, with FDT
modifications added, have some common features to our quantummodels. The FDT approach to photons is
semi-classical and arose from the description of the response of thermally excited electrons subject to random
ohmic loss withinmatter under appliedfields. The resulting currents displayed Johnson noise(8–10). For FDT
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models of photon fluxes to reproduce the partial coherence and external thermodynamic equilibrium intensities
predicted in this paper, theymust incorporate exit refraction plus the thermodynamic balance rules following in
the next section. A symbol glossary is included before our reference list as we are introducing concepts thatmay
be unfamiliar to those used to standard thermal radiationmodels. The table also contains a useful summary of
the physics used and introduced. Themain study is broken up into seven parts; sections 2, 3 and 4 address core
physical concepts needed to define internal intensities and energy; sections 5, 6, and 7 address the resulting
optical and thermal responses. and the quantum information present in exit intensities. The data predicted is
observable and useful formodel validation.

2. Equilibrium intensities and precursor non-equilibrium states

Non-equilibriumphoton fluxes are irregular and precede the formation of themore regular transport properties
in equilibrium. Photons flowing in transient and stable regimes have the same phase-velocity permode, but
transient densities are not in balancewith the non-photon excitations withinmodes photons can lose energy to,
or gain energy from, their excitations. The distribution of lifetimes per photon in eachmode at finite T and
energy hf influences the equilibrium spectral intensities within eachmode, and photon densities. Initial focus is
on spectral intensities within bulk purematter and the equilibrium intensitiesmoving into the externalmode
that ensures each photon’smomentum and energy are conserved. To exit photons tunnel through a terminating
reaction potential into the required continuummode. TheKirchhoff rule did not account for exit refraction
despitemode indices n(f) and k(f) changing upon exit as all exit photonswere created on the exit interface.
Absorptance of reversed exit intensities to define emissivity also ignored outcomes from the additional heating
rate δ(dQ/dt) it creates, with dQ/dt the heating rate that led to the equilibrium state at T=T0 and output
energyflux PH(T0). Refraction atfinite T always involves photons joining an adjacentmode in a different
direction, which becomes increasingly irreversible as attenuation index k(f) grows and emissivity becomesmore
non-reciprocal. Themathematical definition of oblique emissivity when k(f) isfinite is derived rigorously in
section 5 andnevermatches A(θ,λ). Refraction also traps internal propagating photons striking the interface
above any internal critical angle θ*C(f) due to total internal reflection (TIR), which adds to the internal thermal
recycling of reflected photonswhose θ*<θ*C(f).

Standingwavemodes in samples with only one interface and sufficient size to be opaque, are linear and
directionally spherically symmetric, butmodeswithinmultilayers and composites will display non-linear
modes. A transmitting slab is the simplest example as its internalmodes follow zig-zag paths between opposite
interfaces as used byMcMahon [18] andKollyuk et al [19]. Some features they predict are found in ourmodels,
but basic errors occurred in both of these studies (see supplement), despite approximate agreement with select
experimental intensities. One did not include loss fromboth sides [19], both neglected refraction and detailed
balancewithin their zig-zagmodes [18]. Partial but inexact agreement with select optical data is common in
older thermal radiationmodels despite their various errors which partially cancelled each other (see list above).
Volume density of photons in equilibriumwithin extended linearmodes is our starting point.Modifications for
added interfaces depend on interface spacings. The supplement introduces this issue formultilayers as an
additional statistical transport property arises, the probability amode photon impacts an interface w(f,θ*) times
before it isfinally annihilated or exits. θ* is the initial angle of incidence permode to the next interface struck
which affects the spacing of each armof thewhole zig-zagmode and its volume density. Photon density along a
contouredmode is constant in equilibrium, but volume density depends onw(f,θ*) as well as n(f), T, θ*, and the
spacing between interfaces.

Partial coherence in amode emerges soon after initial heating, gets stronger, andfinally stabilises.When a
mode’s annihilation rates rise equilibriumphase coherence content grows, which is classically counter-intuitive
but central to quantum thermodynamics. A related and possiblymore puzzling corollary for classical physics is
that as temperature increases photon internal annihilation rates rise as index k(f) rises. The degree of photon
coherencewithin amode then grows. The primacy ofMaxwell’smodels in the study of thermal radiation rather
than photonic thermodynamics, was suggested byMischenko [20, 21]. That is not supported by our quantum
thermodynamicmodels ofmodalfluxeswhose empty stationarywavemodes take account of all internal
potentials that influence photon transport. Ground state solutions for nearly emptymodes at T∼0Kwhen
occupied at higher T should not be confusedwith the ‘rays’used in geometric optics. Each half of a standing
wave solution atfinite T carriesmatching but opposite energyfluxes. AMaxwell wave’s amplitude and intensity
reduces with distance travelled internally, as defined by absorption coefficientα(f), and is related to the survival
probability of a photonwith distance travelled from its random creation location in itsmode. In thermal
equilibrium atfinite T, the following dynamic balanceswithin and betweenfluxes are required. Predictions of
individualflux intensities and equilibrium thermal outcomes all require the first three internal balances to be
present.
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(i) photon densities N(f,T) and densities M(f,T) of the excitations or defects present which create photons and
are createdwhen photons [17] are annihilated. The rates photons are created and annihilated in equilibrium
depend onM(f,T) so rates of creation and annihilation are in dynamic balance.

(ii) the rate internal photons are recycled by internal reflectance at each interface and the rate these internally
reflected photons are annihilated and add heat

(iii) themacroscopic rate of heat input dQ/dt and total power radiated PH(T)
Equilibriumbalances (i), (ii), and (iii) applywithin singlematerials and composites. An extra balance (iv) is
needed for samples which have additional internal interfaces to the exit interface. They include transmitting
slabs, coated substrates,multilayers, andmatter containing particles or pores.

(iv) The rates that a mode’s photons within each different material are lost by annihilation, by transmission to
the nextmaterial, including to free space if applicable, and the rate all lost photons are replaced by creation
events.

Resonances that result within samples with internal interfaces are structure based and distinct from the
intrinsic anharmonic, bond defect andmolecular resonancesmentioned above.Outputs from somematerials
can inexactly approximate the spectral predictions of theKirchhoff rule’s predictions of resonant outputs from
transmitting layers [18, 19] as their various errors partially cancel each other. The conclusion lists select
historical examples where theKirchhoffmodel could not be reconciled exactly with data, evenwhen its
predictionswere approximate. Other balances to those just listed can occur, for examplewhen photons are
inducingmotion in nearby particles ormolecules.

Internal photothermal recycling in equilibrium can significantly impact all intensities. Due to the past focus
on sources confined to an interface it was bypassed. Recycling followed by absorption resets equilibrium and
internal energy density. Sample thermalmass C does not change but the thermal response to input dQ/dt does
change, as internal heating rate is amplified. For a sample initially at ambient T=TA, the expected stored heat
change isΔQ0=C(T0-TA)=CΔT0 but annihilation of internally reflected photons adds heat so in balance
total stored energy becomesΔQ*(T)=C(T-TA)=CΔTwith T>T0 andΔQ*(T)=ΔQ0/(1-RH)=ΔQ(T0)/εH
(a proof is in the supplement). Internal hemispherical reflectance RH acts on internal hemispherical radiance
ΛH(f,T)Wm−2Sr−1made up by projectionsΛ(θ*,f,T)=Λ(f,T)cosθ* onto the interface asΛ(f,T) is uniform.
ThusΔT/ΔT0=1/εH as internal heating rate is amplified.Heat generated by annihilation of recycled photons
means equilibrium excitationsM(f,T) andN(f,T) remain in balance but are amplified. Such changesmust be
accounted for inmodels of radiative cooling, and spectral and directional properties of external intensities. Total
input and output entropy flows also change but remain in balance. In terms of externally applied heating rate
dQ/dt a hybrid thermal heat capacity C*(T) determines equilibrium temperature T.Without recycling the usual
result isΔT0=(dQ/dt)/C, butwith recyclingΔT=(dQ/dt)/[(1-RH)C]=ΔT0/εH so hybrid heat capacity
C*(T)=[(1-RH)C] sets T. Since C

*(T)=εHC(T) accurate εH is important, whether from calorimetry, or
directional emissivity. To the usual sensitivities governingC(T)we add for C*(T) the influence of RH, any extra
internal interfaces and exit surface topology. As εH approaches its ‘white’ limit of zeroC*(T) also approaches
zero and internal energy becomes quite large at fixed dQ/dt. Near the blackbody limit εH∼1, C*(f)∼C(T) and
neglect of internal recycling becomes a reasonable approximation.

The diverse sensitivity of exit intensities and directions to frequency are accurately predicted by ourmodels.
εH governs radiative cooling rate PH(T), but it is εHκγΤ

4notεH,KσΤ
4fromKirchhoff-Planckmodels.

γ=(15/π4)σ=0.15399σwithσ the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.κ is amaterial specific constant arising from
each IH(f,T) andΛH(f,T) projected onto the interface asΛ(f,T)cosθ

*dΩ(θ*) and summed over a hemisphere,
which gives 0.5Λ(f,T) (noting both spins are already accounted for inΛ(f,T)). For exit from a hole in a cavity wall
Λ(f,T)=ΛΒΒ(f,T) and projection factor cosθ

* plays no role. The summation over frequency tomodel IH(f,T) and
ΛH(f,T) is presented in the supplement. It uses our spectral densitymodels in section 4 based on x(f,T)=hf/kT.
PH(T) from accurate calorimetry does not change but εH= 6.4939εH,K/κ can differ from εH,K. Errors depend on
thematerial and the interface topology. Startingwith stationary ground state internalmodes also avoids the need
to use nearfields induced byMaxwell waves at interfaces. The evanescentmodes that traverse sub-wavelength
pores and gaps between solid layers, or a small gap between a substrate and a nearby small particle ormolecule
are defined by the external extent of the reaction potential permode at each interface.Whether fluxes emerge
within internal gaps from these potentials depends on the size of gaps relative to the span of the potential which
has the sharp formA(f)/r6 as theHamiltonian has an added ‘dipole-image dipole’ reaction potential at the entry
edge of any gap. The extent of this potential into a gap sets the probability an impacting photon is reflected,
radiated across the gap, or transfers non-radiatively into the nextmaterial.

The distribution function P(d*(f)) is based on 〈d*(f)〉 from figure 1 next section. It also defines the spread of
photon phase changesΔf(f) since creation for each photon present in terms ofmean phase change<Δf(f). The
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spread of all photon phases permode at any instant also requires creation and annihilation rates to balance [17].
The function P(f(f)/〈f(f)〉) includes the phase of all photonsmaking up photon densityN(f,T). P(f(f)/〈f(f)〉)
and P(d*(f)/〈d*(f)〉) supply a variety of quantum information including the value of d*(f)max, the partial
coherence among photonswithin eachmode and the proof that almost all emitted photons are createdwithin a
distance d*(f)∼7.5〈d*(f)〉∼ 7.5[1/α(f)] from an exit interface. Both distributions are derived and plotted in the
next section.

For a singlematerial themagnitude of internal wavevector k*= 2πn(λ)/λ influences transmitted and
reflected intensities at the exit interface. Its use tomodel amode’s contribution to volume density is described in
section 4which is focussed on large singlematerialmatter in equilibrium. It’smodes are linear and directionally
spherically symmetric. Two useful optical identities that both prove that ε(θ,f) for a singlematerial is non-
reciprocal follow in section 5.One replaces theKirchhoffmodel for ε(θ,f) given byATM(θ,f) or ATE(θ,f) the
spectral absorptances of reversed exit fluxes for each polarisation.We prove that ε(θ,f)=|tΤΜ(θ

*,f)|2 or
|tΤΕ(θ

*,f)|2 for each internally incident intensity with t(θ*,f) the usual Fresnel transmittance coefficient. |t(θ*,f)|2

nevermatches theKirchhoff spectral absorptance A(θ,f) of a reversed exitflux except when θ*= 0°. Reversal of
oblique exit spectral intensities leads instead to internal intensities in directions different to θ* to the normal
unless k(f)= 0. Relevant schematics are in the supplement. The replacement emissivity acts on internally
incident spectral intensities and the result accurately predicts the diverse spectral intensity characteristics exiting
ionic andmolecularmaterials. If IR indices n(f), k(f) are available no adjustable parameters are needed for
accurate predictions.

3. Statistical transport properties that define partial coherence and require internal
propagation to precede emission

The distribution function P(d*(f))models the probability that any photon present has travelled internal distance
d*(f) from its random creation locationwithin a transportingmode. A similar function describes classical
scattering loss from a beamofmolecules with distance travelled by the beam [22]. Quantumparticle properties
are different being a combination of photons not yet annihilated and those created tomaintain equilibrium in
place of those annihilatedwithin a typical sampling time. Thatmeans at any one time in equilibrium a span of
d*(f) per photon from0 to d*(f)max follows afixed distribution function P(d

*(f)) of photon density as a function
of d*(f). A formal derivation ofmean-free-path 〈d*(f)〉 follows in this section after the derivation of P(d*(f))).
Internal intensity retains noise spikes, but they are not usually detected in intensity data sampled over time
periods of femtoseconds or longer formid-IR radiation. A pictorial rendition of one set of creation events within
d*(f)max of an interface follows. It includes an example of exit noise when a photon is annihilatedwithin d*(f)max

of an interface but not replaced by a compensating creation before its initial d*(f)max cohort exits. The number of
photons present per unit volume that have survived transport over distance d*(f) isΔN(d*(f))=N(f,T)[exp(-α
(f)d*(f)]whileN(f,T)-ΔN(d*(f)) are the photons lost which on average are compensated by creation ofN(f,T)[1-
exp[-exp(α(f)d*(f))] photons at random locations along the samemode. The survival density function ρ(d*(f)/N
(f,T)= [d(ΔN(d*(f))/d*(f)]=−α(f)exp[-α(f)d*(f)]. ρ(d*(f)) is the density ofmode photons that reach the range
d*(f) to [d*(f)+Δd*(f)] fromwhere they started at initial time t=t0 where the density wasN(f,T). The initial set of

Figure 1.The distribution functionwithinmatter of distance travelled by each photon present from its creation point. Other photon
internal transport properties subject to photon annihilation plus creation follow the same distribution function.
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N(f,T) photons start out at a variety of initial locations along themode at E=hf. ρ(d*(f)=nk
*
,σ,d

* of equation (2)
after setting propertym= d*(f) and its occupation is fromnk

*
,σ,d

*fBE(f,T) the density of photons that have
travelled d*(f) over the time intervalΔt= (t-t0).Mean loss occurs at d*(f)= 〈d*(f)〉 using ρ(d*(f)=[d(ΔN
(d*(f))/d*(f)]. Temporarily replacing d*(f)with d* to compress the integrals in equation (3) gives
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Carrying out the definite integration and requiring optical intensities to be based on energyfluxes permode
leads to these optical identities formean-free-path permode
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ρ(d*(f)) can bemade generic to anymode in anymaterial by transforming to scaled distance unit y(f)= d*(f)/
〈d*(f)〉=α(f)d*(f). This is a universal survival distance alongmodes inwhich photons are annihilatedwhenα(f)
isfinite. After transforming d(d*(f)) to 〈d*(f)〉dy(f) the second integral in equation (1) becomes
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0

The integral over P(y(f))=P[d*(f)/〈d*(f)〉] is normalized so P(y(f)) represents a probability density of photons
present that have travelled (orwill travel) d*(f)/〈d*(f)〉universal distance units over any time-period less than the
maximumpossible photon lifetime τ(f)max in thatmode. The alternate optical parameters in equation (4) that
also define 〈d*(f)〉 are ε2(f)= 2n(f)k(f),σ(f) the optical conductivity, and δ(f) the skin depth. ( ( )* * *= sr d f nk , ,d

of equation (2) after setting sub-mode propertym= d*(f). P(y(f)) is a universal probability density applying to all
photonswithin amode at any hf and is plotted infigure 1. It guides the setting of d*(f)max as a chosen pre-set y(f)
upper limit based on desired accuracy and sets the d*(f) cut-off beyondwhich a photon’s transport becomes
negligibly small. Thatmeans d*(f)max sets themaximumdistance from an interface a photon can be created and
have a chance of being emitted. 〈d*(f)〉, P(d*(f)), and d*(f)max arematerial specific properties that depend on
annihilation rates. P(y(f))means photons emitted aremainly thermally created in the range 0.25〈d*(f)〉 to 2.5
〈d*(f)〉 from an interface.

The function P(y(f)) also defines the partial coherence within eachmode as itmeasures the phase correlation
between individual photons inmodes at hf. Each photon present reaching d*(f) from creation has undergone a
phase changeΔf(f)=2πf[d*(f)/c*(f)]with phase velocity c*(f)=c/n(f). Averaging phase changes per photon
over all photons present themean-phase-change is 〈(Δf(f)〉= 2πf{n(f)〈d*(f)〉/c} or (2π/λ)[n(λ)〈d*(λ)〉/α(λ)]
in terms of wavelength. The distribution function P(〈(Δf(f)/〈Δf(f)〉) thus duplicates P(y(f)) offigure 1. Partial
coherencewithin each absorbingmode follows once 〈Δf(f)〉 is known fromP(d*(f)/〈d*(f)〉) in eachmode and
coherence content grows as the function P(〈(f(f)/〈f(f)〉)]narrows. The standout feature is that the smaller 〈f
(f)〉 or 〈d*(f)〉 becomes, the narrower is the spread of the distribution of photon phasesf(f) present. That is the
phase correlation between photons in an internalmode is increased when the rate of photon annihilation increases.
This is counter-intuitive from a classical perspective where an increase in loss by scattering or friction is
associatedwith less order and a rise in entropy flux. Increased loss by annihilation of quanta in equilibrium is
different as it is compensated on average bymatching rates of creation. The 2nd Law is not violated as thermal
reversibility from reversal of hemispherical output occurs so input and output entropy fluxesmatch as
(dQ/dt)/T=PH(T)/T,with T set by internal recycling. Information and possible partial coherence within
thermal emission have been previously noted [9, 11, 23, 24] but relied onKirchhoff identities and surface
sources.

Asfigure 1 shows photons created beyond a transport distance d*(f)max∼7.5〈d*(f)〉∼ 7.5/α(f) from an exit
interface have negligible chance of exiting. P(d*(f)) and d*(f)max are qualitatively distinctive if amaterial is a
liquid, conductor, semiconductor, amorphous or crystalline. The schematic of photon creation sets shown in
figure 2 is one ofmany sets of possible photon source emissions in onemode that contribute to internal and
external intensity. Outputs are amplified as additional photons emerge into the ground state propagationmode
after its temperature has been raised by thermal recycling of internally reflected photons. The rise in intensities as
mode photon content is amplified aftermultiple encounters with hybrid ground state orbitals, adds to heat
input.

High internal intensities occur in limited frequency bandswithin crystallinematter such as SiC and SiO2, as
thesemodes contain a high linear density of orbitals resulting fromhybrids formedwith anharmonic lattice
distortions. Each local resonance adds localmode density whichmeans extra photons can be accommodated in
the hybridwhich then re-join the originalmode and add to the observed resonant intensity. An example section
of a photon standingwavemode containing a regular dense array of hybrid orbitals formedwith local
anharmonicmodes is sketched in the supplement. Lattice oscillations have two distinct components, thermally
excited harmonic distortions which propagate as phonons and anharmonic distortions which remain localised
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within their originating bond. These distortions have other roles in thermal physics as they can scatter passing
phonons [25]. The resonances seen in thermal radiation fromSiO2 and SiC are between anharmonic energy
levels EA and (EA+hf). Photons at energy hf then build up locally. This amplification can be also be defined in
terms of the phase shift following the local time delay [26, 27] and can be used to experimentally extract the local
anharmonic energy for each lattice from external optical data. The supplement has a section containing a basic
introduction to virtual-bound-states for this purpose. Previous VBS studies involved s-band free electrons in
noblemetals hybridisingwith localised d-orbitals on 3-d atomic impurities.

4. Internal spectral densities and intensities I(f,T)

Each internal ground-statemode haswavevectormagnitude k*= 2π/λ*= 2πn(λ)/λwith n(λ) the real part of
the complex index.λ*<λ except insidemetals or othermaterials at wavelengths where n(λ)<1. If N(f) is the
number of photon energymodes whose energy hfN<hf, forN= 1 toN(f), the number ofmodes at energies

between hf and h(f+Δf) is n*(hf)Δf=dN(f))/df)Δf with n*(hf)=2n*k*,σ themode density at energy hf from
equation (1) for both spins. For large enough samples with no added interior interfaces n*(hf) is unique to that
material. For samples with one ormore interior interfaces the principles inside each largematerial apply except
mode contours can change ifmultiple impacts with an interface are important. Equilibriumbalances still apply
throughoutmodes between interfaces, but theymust account for photon loss to neighbouringmatter at each
interface impact, plus gain frommode impacts onto the other side of the same interface. Boundary loss rates
fromone side at each impact are identical, but different frommatter on the opposite side. Thermal radiation
displaying resonance features in coated systemswhere layer thicknesses allowmultiple reflections per created
photon have been reported [19, 28]. Such structural resonances also occur in our equilibrium approachwhere
mode contours and topology are determined at T=0K so the exit direction is into a neighbouring ground-state
modes atfinite T. The localized hybrid resonances within stoichiometric crystallinematter thus have different
origins to structure-basedmode resonances between layers. The approach to accurate predictions of intensities
exiting transmitting slabs is outlined in the supplement.

For different bulkmaterials with one interface accurate values of total internal energyU(f,T), uniform
internal photonmode currents J(f,T) photons s−1 and directional intensities I(f,T,k)=(hf)J(f,T,k)Wm−2 for
each internalmode, require a correct value of ρ(hf)= (hf)n*(hf). The expressionΝ(f) based on the spherical
symmetry of internal wavevectors k* defines the number of empty stationary states within an internal sphere of
wavevector radius k* for eachmaterial.Ν(f)=(8πk*3/3) after accounting for opposite spin photons in both half
segments of two standingwaves. Using optical index n(f)

Figure 2.A schematic of one batch of photon creation events within d*(f)max that exit. Coloured stars represent creation locations
within d*(f)max of an interface. Blue are photons replacing a prior annihilation. The empty star is a ‘photon hole’ from annihilation not
yet replaced and creates a fluctuation in exit intensity. The bright ‘star’ represents a gain inmode photonflux after passing through a
local hybridmodewithin d*(f)max.
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The cavity standingwave densityNBB(f)=(8πf3/3c3) applies by itself only when index n(f)= 1. Calculating (hf)
[dN(f)/df] yields two separate terms. The second adds the term3NBB(f)n(f)

2hf(dn(f)/df)whichwe drop at this
point as its contribution to photon density atfinite T, as shown in the supplement, is negligibly small relative to
that from the remaining energy density term in equation (6). The energy level density ρ(hf)= 2(hf)nk

*
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equation (1)with all internal fluxes in thermal equilibriumunpolarised is
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and ρΒΒ(hf)=(hf)[dNBB(f)/df]. The internal intensity I(f,T) for bulk samples equals the contribution permode
to photon volume densityN(f,T)=ρ(hf)fBE(f,T)with fBE(f,T)=[exp(hf/kT)−1]−1 the Bose–Einstein
occupancy factor. Converting the internal photon densitiesN(f,T) and intensity I(f,T) to functions of
dimensionless energy units x(f,T)=hf/kT, yields both internal spectral intensity I(f,T) and the contribution of
eachmodes spectral energy density to internal energyU(T)
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γ= 8πk4/c3h3=σ(15/π4)with 0.15399σ replacing the Stefan-Boltzmann constant for internally generated
photons. The expression for IBB(x) inside a cavity occurs only whenn(x)= 1 and as Planck found IBB(x)=
{x3/[exp(x)−1]}γΤ4. The photonic contribution to internal energyU(f,T)within solid or liquidmatter thus
requires integrating of equation (8) over all x.When n(x)= 1 the integration yieldsU(f,T)= 6.4939γΤ4=σΤ4.
Withinmatter integration of equation (8) yields thematerial specificmultipleκγΤ4 whereκ can be of order 6.5
when n(x) is near 1.0, but is often significantly different. The non-reciprocal emissivity we derive in section 5
adds an additional shift in spectral response. An example of the emptymode energy density nk

*,σ based on
equation (7) is infigure 1(a) for silica and the resulting photon spectral densityN(f,T) calculated using
equation (8) at 300K is infigure 1(b). Figure (2) for water contains plots of I(f,T)=(hf)N(f,T) at 300K and 360
K, plus normally emitted intensity I(0,f,T) at 300K as then 1-R(0*,f)=1-R(0,f). Internal propagation preceding
emission thus adds importantmodifications to the Planck-Kirchhoff results in current use. Internally generated
spectral intensities operated on by thermal emissivity are unique to eachmaterial. The secondmodification
required is that oblique exit intensities have been refracted. For two element compounds with known complex
indices in the IR,fluxesmodelled provide convincing experimental validation that emissivity is internally
defined and non-reciprocal.

The IR optical data available and used for silica andwater infigures 3 and 4 unfortunately did not cover all
wavelengths needed to completely define internal IH(T)with equation (8). Over the rangewe had index data
integrationmeantκwater>8.52. To relate to past calorimetric data and radiant loss calculations that assumed
PH(T)= εH,KσT

4we equate the correct result PH(T)= εHκγT
4 and replace γwithσ/6.4939. Forwater

approximate extrapolation of the plot infigure 4 at 300K indicates thatκ lies between 9 and 10 and thatκγ>σ.
Based on past calorimetric estimates of εH,Kσ from rate of heat loss by radiation from smoothwater andwriting
εH=PH(T)/κγT

4we estimate 0.92>εH>0.85. This range of εH is compatible with the expected high radiant
cooling rates PH(T) from smoothwater. Our predicted external spectral intensities from equation (8) do

Figure 3. (a)Photon ground statemode density ρ(hf)= hf 3n(f)3 inside silica in units of energy 8πh/c3 (b)Resulting internal spectral
density ρ(λ,T) at 300K (red), and normal emitted intensity I(0,λ,T) (blue). Intensity units are 8πk4/(c3h3)]T4 and are universal. The
blue plot in (b) is a closefit to observed normal intensities. Emissivity ε(0*,f)=(1-R(0,f)) the dashed plot and is the only casewhere
external reflectance can be used. Silica optical constants are fromKischkat et al [35].
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duplicate the variety of complex IR spectral intensities observed exiting water [29, 30] and other compound
materials as seen in remote sensingwhere overlapping internal resonances are commonplace.Modes that form
hybridswith photonmodes in liquids are localised onmolecules. Resonance linked tomolecularmode
oscillations inwater are seen infigure (3) using equation (8)with correct emissivity. Our spectral predictions are
in excellent agreement with reported data from remote sensing studies [12, 29–31]. For water reliable radiant
lossmodels are ofmajor environmental importance and display VBS resonances at water’s fourmainmolecular
vibrationmodes [32]. These and the hybrid resonances in crystallinematerials with anharmonic distortions
means IR thermal intensity data and thermal image spectra canmapmaterials within amix. Both allow intensity
data to be used for precision chemical analysis and the identification ofmolecularmodes.Water’s four resonant
bandswithin thermal emission exemplify a common feature in thermal radiation fromdielectric solids and
liquids. They occur at energies that allow photon propagationmodes and local oscillator or defectmodes to add
a local hybrid oscillator to ground statemodes. Propagating photons ‘enter’ each hybrid orbital for a brief
period. Over the short delay the extra photons produced finally enter the original basicmode, with a jump in
phase andfinal energyflux. Photon and local oscillatormomentum are conserved. Events like this in condensed
matter physics are labelled ‘virtual-bound-states’ (VBS) [26, 33, 34].

While photon internal density of states from equations (6), (8) depends on n(f)3 andT, internalmode
reflectance, external transmittance and emissivity depend on n(f), and k(f) themode’s attenuating index.
Refraction of the transmitted part of projected intensity I(f,T)cosθ* after projection of each I(f,T) onto an exit
interface in direction θ* to the normal, defines emissivity. As illustrated schematically in the supplement the
reversal of theflux emerging in direction θ to the normal cannot reproduce the reversal of originating internal
intensity I(θ*,f,T) as required by theKirchhoff rule. Internal ground state fluxes are reversible if their k(f)= 0,
but once occupiedmostmode exit intensities are irreversible. Optical irreversibility of each different exit
intensity I(θ,f,T), as noted above, does not prevent thermodynamic reversal to the original equilibrium state if
the entire hemispherical radiant power PH(T) is reversed and the original dQ/dt source is removed (initially or
over time).

Another important difference to emission froma cavity compared to that frommatter after refraction is that
the range of frequencymodes exiting depends formatter on the frequency dependence of internal critical angles
θ*C(f). For somematerials including plasmonicmetals total internal reflection (TIR) is absent [37–39], but for
many dielectrics θ*C(f) plays a key role in emission. This is demonstrated in section 5, where our emissivity
models are applied to refraction of radiation exiting bulk silica. Exit intensity directional profilesmodelled for a
fewfixed θ* values varywidely as a function ofmode frequency and a reciprocal emissivity cannot predict such
behaviour. For dielectrics and for very hotmatter refraction andTIR both influence emissivity. In some
frequency bands exit intensity directions are anomalous as their exit direction θ<θ* for a limited f range after
emissivity acts on internal projected intensity I(θ*,f,T)cosθ*.

When internalmode photons are subject to annihilation, exit refracted intensities cannot be reversed. The
resulting non-reciprocal emissivity is formally derived fromfirst principles using equations (1)) in the next
section. Spherical symmetry of all internal ground statemodesmeans internal intensities I(f,T) are uniform in all

Figure 4. Spectral intensity at 300K and 360Kwithin still water (blue)with the resulting normal exit intensity at 300K (red). Internal
intensities inwater display local photon resonances withwater’s four dominantmolecular oscillationmodes [32]. Cavity intensities
lack strong resonant features can be compared using the factor 6.4939/κ introduced in section 2 for each internal intensity I(f,T). For
water equation (8)with interface projection factor cosθ* the value ofκ is above 8.52. n(f), k(f) data used is fromHale et al [36].
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internal directions. Ground state standingwaves contain J(f,T,+k) and opposite flow J(f,T,-k), with half of each
for up spin photons and half for down spin. Thismeans Planck’s addition of an extra factor 2.0 for exit fluxeswas
not justified, andwould not have been needed had he notmodulated cavity emission intensities with the factor
‘cosθ’ as observed by Lambert [3] in his study of thermal emission from a heatedmetal ribbon. The emissivity
replacement rules derived in the next section indicate that a ‘cosθ’ factor alwaysmultiplies intensities exiting a
smooth interface and is due to the refraction required for conservation of exiting photonmomentum. The one
exception is intensity exiting a hole in a cavity wall as its internal fluxes exit without change of direction. For a
contoured or rough surface, angle θ* is relative to the surface normal at each small areawhere an oblique
incident photon tunnels through the interface reaction potential. In that case the ‘cosθ’ rule applies locally.
Planck’s 2.0 is absent from all emissionmodels when internal propagation precedes photon emission.

5.Models for the non-reciprocal emissivity

While photon internalmode density from equation (6) depends only on the real part of eachmaterial’s complex
index n(f), internal reflectance, external transmittance and emissivity depend on both n(f) and k(f)with k(f) a
function of T hence of photon density in itsmode. Exit intensity I(θ,f,T)flowswithin the external ground state
mode in free space in direction θ to the local normal that ensuresmomentum conservation. It is the transmitted
part of internal projected intensity I(θ*,f,T)= I(f,T)cosθ*.Whenever index k(f)within an occupied internal
mode isfinite, its value determines the direction of the neighbouringmode its emitted photons enter. The
resulting expression for emissivity derived here is then non-reciprocal. Optical irreversibility of I(θ,f,T) does not
however prevent optical and thermal reversibility of emitted hemispherical power PH(T) provided original
heating rate dQ/dt is removed. Another difference to emission from a cavity is that the range of frequencymodes
exiting depends also formatter on interface structure and the frequency dependence of critical internal angles
θ*C(f). For somematerials, including plasmonicmetals, total internal reflection is absent, but formany
dielectrics it spans specific frequency bands atfixed internal directions θ*.Wewill demonstrate this bymodelling
select θ(f) after refraction of internally occupiedmodes exiting silica in section (6). A complexmix of exit
directions results as frequency changes when θ* isfixed. TheKirchhoff emissivity plus surface sources cannot
predict such outcomes. In dielectrics and in very hotmatter refraction not only involves TIR, but in some bands
exit intensity directions are anomalous as θ(f)<θ*(f). This occurs as select exit intensitiesmove closer to the
normal than the internal angle of incidencewhich occurs either when n(f)<k(f) (as in plasmonic conductors
and dielectric Restrahlen bands), or when n(f)>k(f) but they are close. Since k(f) usually rises as temperature
increases the prevalence of anomalous refraction is expected to increase with ongoing rise in T. An important
example is exit intensities from stable plasmas as we expect them to cluster close to the normal to each plasma’s
boundaries. Ourmodels in section 2 imply that at very high T a high degree of directional coherence in output
fluxes is possible without invoking Zernicke [40] classical interference for a stable plasma in equilibrium. A
rough plasma boundary is a non-equilibrium feature and produces random emissions in time and space. After
travelling some distance into the continuum its spatial randomness will followZernicke’s predictions andfinally
reproduce the expected spatial coherence.

If an externally applied thermal gradient dT(x)/dx is present the steady state diffusion of heat and of photons
can be based on a series of elemental equilibrium states where photon densities areN(f,T(x)) at T(x)=[dT(x)/
dx]Δx. A photon density gradient dN(f,T(x))/dx adds a photon diffusion current which does not transport heat,
but local thermal equilibriummeans that (dN(f,T(x))/dx)Δx=[dM(f,T(x))/dx]Δx. The gradient [dM(f,T(x))/
dx] is additional to that driving heatflux fromdiffusion of phonons in the absence of photons. Detailed balance
within eachΔx segment sets local equilibrium. As a result photon density gradients dN(f,T(x))/dx permode
‘drag’ phononswhich add to the heatflow. Phonon drag of electron fluxeswas postulated by Peierls [41] but his
predictions of a T5 dependence for lowT electron currents was not observed. A contribution to heat flow from
photon drag of phonons is expected in selectmaterials as a function of temperature T(x).

All exit intensities reduce to the form I(θ,f,T)= ε(θ,f)I(f,T)cosθwhich depends on the relation between θ and
θ* due to refraction. The small interface areas each hemispherical set of ground state photons converge to are of
order a collision cross-sectionwith the interface reaction potential, or about a bond length (∼10−10m) across.
Emissivity acts on each projection I(f,T)cosθ*. Two different identities for I(θ,f,T) arise andmust produce the
same exit intensity. First I(θ,f,T)=[1-R(θ*,f)]I(f,T)cosθ*withR(θ*,f) internal spectral reflectance, second I(θ,f,
T)=T(θ*,θ,f)I(f,T)cosθ*withT(θ*,θ,f) theflux transmittance. Conservation of energy andmomentum is then
ensured by the identities in equations (9), (10). The expression I(θ,f,T)= ε(θ,f)I(f,T)cosθ for external intensity
comes from thefinal expression in equation (9) operating on I(f,T)cos θ* so that |t(θ*,f)|2=ε(θ,f). Replacing (1-
R(θ*,f))with ε(θ*,f) results in the alternate definition of emissivities in equation (11). The contribution of
refraction to emissivity comes from the ratio cosθ/cosθ*. A condensed conservation relation after refraction is ε
(θ*,f)cosθ*=ε(θ,f)cosθ .
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Since ε(θ,f)=|t(θ*,f)|2 defines emissivity with internal incidence angle used in a standard Fresnel amplitude
coefficient it is straightforward to show that oblique ε(θ,f)nevermatches A(θ,f). Inclusion of the polarisation of
internally reflected photons is required by equilibrium thermal balances and the two non-reciprocal emissivity
expressions

( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( )e q q e q q= =* *f t f f t f, , ; , , 11TM TM TE TE
2 2

Expressions for the Fresnel transmission and reflection coefficients for absorbingmedia are treated inmany
optical texts [42–44] and embedded in thin film software packages. θ* and complex indices n(f) and k(f), model
eachR(θ*,f) and ε(θ*,f). Observations of two ormore exit intensities based on equation (8) for internal I(f,T)
allows amaterial’s complex indices at eachwavelength to be extracted from a small number of observed
intensities exiting in different directions. This is one validation test for this paper’smodels if the emitting
sample’s indices are known. Figures 3 and 4were examples of successful theoretical and experimental validation
tests.

To sum all external radiance elements to establish PH(T) the role of solid angle changes due to refraction
must be included in radiance conservation rules. That is done in section 7. Steradian changes are essential to
correctmodelling of external radiance.

6. The impacts of TIR and anomalous refraction on exit intensities

Tomodel spectral and directional outcomes defined by I(θ,f,T) expressions linking internal θ*(f) to externally
observed θ(f) are needed to establish |t(θ*,f)|2. There are twoways this can be done. A recently established
approach is to use a complex Snell’s Law [38, 39] recently derived for EMwaves crossing the exit interface from
within an absorber into anothermaterial or into the continuum. Expressions resulting from applying the usual
interface boundary conditions aremore complex than those in Born andWolff [42] for external waves incident
onto an absorber. The conservation rules from equations (9)) can also be used in place of complex Snell’s Laws. If
n(f) and k(f) are known all Fresnel coefficients needed can be evaluated then used to link θ*(f) and θ(f) since
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If exit direction and exit intensity are known from experimental observations of I(θ,f,T) a solution orfit to θ*

becomes possible.
It is instructive to study howθ(f) and I(θ,f,T) vary as a functionofmode frequency forfixed θ*. Spectral exit

intensities fromeachfixed θ*direction experience an interesting, and important array of directional outcomes
fromabsorbingmaterials as frequency changes. Examples are plotted infigure 5 for silica of θ(f) from threefixed
internal incident directions θ*. The frequencies chosen are for internalmode intensities at 300K.Distinct
frequencybands display the following sets of behaviour atfixed θ*; regular refraction, total internal reflection
(TIR), and anomalous clustering of exit intensities close to the normal. The latter are labelled ‘anomalous
refraction’ since the exit direction is closer to thenormal than incident direction θ*.Within dielectrics infra-red
critical angles are often around 45° as seen infigure 5 for silica. Anomalous clustering near normal exit directions is
also expected for plasmonicmetals fromrecent studies of intensities exiting silver [37, 38]. Formetals and for
dielectrics these refraction anomalies occur in spectral zoneswhere k(f)>n(f), orwhenn(f)>k(f)but they are
close. A large increase in k(f) is expectedwithin hot plasmas, so that equilibriumexitfluxes also cluster near the
normal for an intensenarrowly spaced set of intensities close to thenormal to a stable plasma’s edges. If the plasma
is a sphere in equilibriumnearnormal directional coherence can explain for example the very small half-angle
spread of solar intensities impacting our atmosphere despite thedistance travelled to earth.

7. Exit radiance and conclusion

Exiting opticalfluxes diverge so cooling rates requires consideration of the exit radiance after refraction resulting
from internal radiance elementsΔΛ(f,T)Wm−2Sr−1. Like I(f,T) internal radiance elementsΔΛ(f,T) are
spherically symmetric in bulkmatter at each frequency. Photonswithinmodesmaking upΔΛ(f,T) obey the
same statistics and transport rules as singlemodes so internal solid anglesΔΩ* Sr are uniform and exit radiance
has elementsΔΛ(θ,f f,T)=[ΔI(θ,f,T)/ΔΩ(θ,f)]Wm−2Sr−1 after emissivity acts on the projection internally of
ΔΛ(f,T) onto the interface for projected radianceΔΛ(θ*,f,T)=ΔΛ(f,T)cosθ*. Thefixed internal solid angle
ΔΩ* Srmeans the internal spherical radiance element crossing through a small sphere is (4π/ΔΩ*)ΔΛ(f,T) so
(2π/ΔΩ*)ΔΛ(f,T)Wm−2Sr−1 impacts the interface overmany small areas. The energy-momentum
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conservation rule for emitted radiance then accounts for three geometric changes. They are internal to exit
direction θ* to θ, internal to exit cross-sections dA* to dA(θ,f), and internal solid anglesΔΩ* toΔΩ(θ,f). The
dependence ofΔΛ(θ,f,f,T) onΔΛ(θ*,f,T) derived as above for intensity to conserve energy andmomentum is
in equation (13). A dependence on θ* andf* is initially included this time to allow for possible anisotropy in
emissivity and internal reflectancewhenR(θ*,f*,f) is dependent onf*.With internal annihilation rates of
photons required to balance internal reflection rates the radiance conservation rule nowbecomes

( )
( )

( )

( ) ( )

* * * * * *
q f

e q f q q q f

q f q q f

L
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=

= e q

d

d
d d

sin d d
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f, T
, , f cos sin

, , f cos 13

For smooth surfaces df* and df in equation (13) cancel and the radiance conservation rule reduces to ε(θ*,f)cos
θ*dΩ(θ*)= ε(θ,f)cosθdΩ(θ) for each polarisationwith dΩ(θ)=sinθdθ, and dΩ(θ*) set at a constant internal but
small steradian value.

The ratio [ΔΩ(θ,f)/ΔΩ*(f)] varies as exit direction θ changes due to refraction. It can be evaluated once the
value of θ(f)has been determined for each internal radiance impact directionθ* as above. The extent of change in
this ratio can bequite large andplays an important role in the exit radiance componentsmaking uphemispherical
emittance εH,which total to cooling rate PH(T). Across anomalous refraction zones the ratio [ΔΩ(θ,f)/ΔΩ*]
contracts near to thenormal so that near normal intensity can be intense.With axial symmetry equation (10) for
PH(T) resultswith ε(θ,f)defined as before anddΛ(f,T)material specific replacing dΛBB(f,T)means

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ò òp q e q q e kg= L = W L =
p ¥

P T T d df f d T2 , f, T cos 14H H H
0

2

0

4

This expression or equation (8) provides correction factors to past predictions based on theKirchhoff-Planck
approach. Errors can be small as indicated above forwater but are alwaysfinite and sometimes significant.
Lambert’s data was correct but his use of surface sources to explain it instead of refractionwas incorrect, andwas
unfortunately adopted by Planck andmany others. A large amount of carefully acquired calorimetric emittance
data since the 1950’s to today could not be reproducedwith optical calculations based on theKirchhoff-Planck
opticalmodels. This paper’smodels rectify that problem. A selection of such studies [45–49] are referenced.
Many errors were attributed to unidentified experimental errors despite the careful analysis of possible error
contributions that had been carried out. Their problemwas instead the use of Kirchhoff-Planck intensity
relations.

References and aGlossary summarising allmain concepts

Symbol/Term Definition

n(f) ground state standingwave phase index, real part of EMwave index

k(f) photon dissipation index permode, imaginary part of EMwave index

ε(θ,f) spectral emissivity for fluxes in exit direction θ to local normal

ε(θ*,f) [1-R(θ*,f)] at internal impact direction θ* to local normal

nk
*
,σ mode density at internal wavevector k* for spinσ photons

k*(f) 2πn(λ)/λ, the internal wavevector of each ground statemode

Figure 5.The spectral dependence of exit directions for three fixed internal impact directions θ* (at the dashed lines) at 20°, 30° and
40° onto a smooth silica interface. TheTIR bandwhen θ*=20° (blue) is confined to the range 9μmto 11μm. In contrast for
θ*=30° (grey) the TIR zone starts at∼9μmbut is not truncated by 15μm.For θ*>46° in silica internal photonswithλ>1μm
experience TIR.
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(Continued.)

Symbol/Term Definition

RH internal hemispherical reflectance

T sample equilibrium temperature

γ universal constant, 8πk4/c3h3=(15/π4)σ= 0.15399σ

σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant (cavity emission only)
N(f,T) internal density of photons permode at T

M(f,T) internal density of excitations that create and annihilate photons

dQ/dt sample external heating rate

dQ*/dt total internal heating rate due to photon thermal recycling

I(f,T) internal intensity at f andT in all directions

I(θ*,f,T) I(f,T)cosθ*, Internal intensity projected onto the interface
ΔΛ(f,T) internal spectral radiance element at f andT in all directions

ΔΛ(θ*,f,T) ΔΛ(f,T)cosθ*Wm−2Sr−1 radiance projection onto an interface

ΔΛ(θ,f,f,T) external directional radiance at f andT

d*(f) internal distance travelled by each photon since its creation

〈d*(f)〉 mean-free-path permode (inverse of absorption coefficientα(f)−1)
d*(f)max beyond d*(f)max photon survival probability is negligibly small

P[d*(f)] photon survival probability with distance travelled from creation

y(f) d*(f)/〈d*(f)〉
x(f,T) hf/kT

ρ(d*(f)) density of photons at d*(f) between d*(f) to [d*(f)+Δd*(f)] permode

A(θ,f) absorptance of reversed exitflux, also theKirchhoff emissivity

εH reversible hemispherical emittance (based on irreversible I(θ,f,T))
Δf(f), 〈Δf(f)〉 phase change andmean-phase-change per photon since creation

C(T) sample thermalmass without photon recycling by an interface

C*(T) hybrid thermalmass based on dQ/dtwith photon thermal recycling

tΤΜ(θ
*,f), tΤΕ(θ

*,f) Fresnel complex transmittance coefficients for polarised emission

ΔΩ* ,ΔΩ(θ,f) common internal radiance solid angle element, refracted steradians

dA*, dA(θ,f) common internal, exit directed external cross-sections per intensity

Ν(f) 8πf3n(f)3/3c3, the number ofmodeswhose energy is belowhf

fBE(f,T) 1/[exp(hf/kT)−1], the Bose–Einstein occupation factor permode

U(T) internal energy density from all excited quanta including photons

J(f,T,k*), J(f,T,k) internal and external photonflux vector ‘current densities’

dT(x)/dx externally imposed thermal gradient in x-direction

TIR total internal reflectance

VBS virtual-bound-state between a photonmode and a local oscillator

EA anharmonic oscillator energies that hybridise with photonmodes

FDT fluctuation-dissipation-theory (the semi-classical approach to the consequences of annihilation and creation of excited

quanta)
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